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the IVench. Yet this action on their part was one of the grounds 1895-1899
of the demarche by which Harcourt and Morley ostentatiously ^e
dissociated themselves from their late colleagues. The nature
of their complaint under this head, as under some others, was
obscure. If Harcourt had thought (notwithstanding his previous
assent to Sir Edward Grey's statement of policy) that the
French were somehow justified and should have been allowed
to retain their foothold at Fashoda, his attitude would have been
in part explained. But such was apparently far from being
his opinion. Thus on 19th October, 1898, he wrote to Morley :
" In this particular case of Fashoda, the French Government have
really by their previous argument put themselves out of court,"
In a subsequent speech he sought, not so much to criticise the action
taken or proposed by the Government, as to deprecate any " language
of vulgar swagger, or of provocation or of menace " in connection
therewith. But the causes as distinct from the occasion of his
resignation lay farther back.
The circumstances in which Harcourt, with the express support
of Morley, withdrew from the leadership of the party are recorded
in a contemporary memorandum made by Asquith himself, which
may here be given in full:
Secret.
December 1898.
On Tues. morning the 13th Deer. I received a letter1 from Sir W.
Harcourt, announcuig that as " the situation had become intolerable,"
he had resolved not to " appear in the H, of Commons in the approaching
Session in the capacity of Leader of the Opposition." After some rather
perfunctory expressions of gratitude for the support which I and the
rest of our colleagues had given him in "his arduous and difficult"
duties he added in a P.S. " I need not remind you that the key to the
whole situation lies in the letter of Aug. 13th, 1895,2 proscribing me
personally." He then proceeded to enumerate the 3 reasons which
Eosebery gave for his retirement in Oct. '96, and as to the second (that
" his colleagues had not followed his lead so as to put forward the H. of
Lords in the front rank ") traversed the allegation, by reference to his
own first speech in the Derby contest in the General election of 1895.
I was astounded at this letter and its contents, for which I had had no
previous preparation. At the beginning of Aug. 1898 (Sunday, July 31st)
I had talked with H. on the subject of his complaints of " intrigue " etc.,
at the Whites' at Wilton Park, where we spent a Sunday together, and
1	See p. 123.
2	See letter 12 Aug., 1896, Lord Eosebery to Asquith, p. 114: "I have written a
Jetter (of which I have sent a copy to Harcourt) ..."   This copy is no doubt the
" letter of 13th August, 1895," referred to in this passage.

